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Promote the construction of smart city hotel wisdom of the development, and hotel 
intelligent become one of the hotel industry to accept the challenge and winning weapon in 
battle, the hotel industry is also currently experiencing an unprecedented change.  
Information, intelligence and wisdom of science and technology will be more and more 
hotel guests love.  Wisdom of the hotel to integrate modern computer, communications, 
control technology, is committed to providing quality service experience, reduce labor and 
energy costs, improve information technology experience through intelligent infrastructure, 
creating people-oriented environment, the formation of a reasonable investment, efficient 
and comfortable , a new generation of energy-efficient hotel safe.  Wisdom hotel will 
inevitably become one of the major trends in hotel development.  Intelligent integrated 
hotel management system is the focus of this study, intelligent, integrated software and 
hardware supporting organization designed to be a key technology projects.  
The management system design using a combination of a variety of software and 
systems platform, using the current high intelligence intelligent recognition technology, a 
combination of RFID radio frequency identification technology and J2EE platform, 
combined with the wisdom of the cloud architecture design, system design process is 
analyzed in Nanning specific situation Star Hotel in Dubai, the hotel's tourists and business 
status of the case, one in the lobby of the hotel's public spaces and guest rooms 
Environment conducted field visits, targeted custom designed for intelligent wisdom of the 
hotel management system program, which reflects the requirements of owners of high 
intelligence, good operation, less alteration of the principles of building space to install, and 
find this set of intelligent management system installed hardware better position to select 
the wisdom of cloud architecture using intelligent system design, fully meet the relevant 
requirements.  Hotel management system integrated intelligent processing, room 
management, intelligent interactive design background using SQL Server 2012 database, 
cloud data storage center design.  
  This study design projects in accordance with national and international standards for, 














  IV 
text of some major aspects of systems engineering carried out show, the hotel overall 
business processes and data exchange technologies narrative, Reception Rooms intelligent 
management and intelligent management system has been specifically designed child, 
including specific modules interactive interface design, also designed the relevant test 
methods to detect stability and response rate of the system, for easy maneuverability also 
carried out test.  ) Indicates that this set of intellectual management system in Nanning Star 
Hotel in Dubai can be achieved, and can well reflect the wisdom of the management 
advantages of the system.  
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1.2 国内外研究现状  
（1）在中国，中外合资酒店最先采用计算机管理，1990 年以前绝大多数的

























































1.3 论文的研究目标和内容  
1.3.1 研究目标 




















































































1.3.2 研究内容    
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